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Article 

Análisis comparativo del número e intervalos de clases 

de riesgo de incendios forestales 

Comparative analysis of the number and intervals of 
forest fire risk classes 

José Germán Flores-Garnica1 y Ana Graciela Flores-Rodríguez2 

Resumen 

La problemática de incendios forestales conlleva a priorizar áreas de atención con base en criterios como el riesgo, 
para ubicarlas y dimensionarlas en cartografía temática específica; cuya clasificación implica: a) selección del 

número de clases de riesgo; y b) proceso para establecer los intervalos de clases. No obstante, esto varía 

dependiendo de la apreciación de quien especifica la clasificación; para evitarlo, se hace un análisis comparativo 
entre dos números de clases (3 y 5) y las siguientes alternativas de división de intervalos entre las clases: 

Intervalos iguales; Cuantiles; Rupturas naturales; e Intervalos geométricos. Se usó un mapa de riesgo de 

incendios forestales del estado de Jalisco (México), en el cual para definir el número de clases y el método para 
establecer los intervalos, se ubicaron al azar 1 000 sitios de validación (SV). Alrededor de ellos se delimitó una 

superficie de 100 km2, para contar el número de incendios forestales del período 2005-2014. Así, se asoció la 

clase de riesgo que correspondía a cada uno de los SV con el número de incendios ubicados en el área de 100 

km2. A partir de esto, se comparó la variabilidad (desviación estándar) entre las clases generadas por cada uno 
de los cuatro métodos para definir sus intervalos. Los resultados sugieren que el método de intervalos iguales (II) 

es el más indicado para definir los intervalos de clase de riesgo de incendios. Referente al número de clases, 

existe una más clara diferenciación, entre las clases, al usar cinco clases. 

Palabras clave: Cuantil, intervalo equivalente, intervalo geométrico, intervalos iguales, intervalos de progresión, 

rupturas naturales. 

 

Abstract 

The issue of forest fires involves prioritizing areas of attention, based on criteria such as risk, in order to locate 

and size them on specific thematic maps. Their classification includes: a) selecting the number of risk classes, and 
b) a process to establish class intervals. However, this varies depending on the appreciation of who specifies such 

classification. In order to prevent this variation, a comparative analysis is made between two class numbers (3 

and 5) and the following alternative categories: Equal Intervals, Quantiles, Natural Breaks, and Geometric 

intervals. 1 000 validation sites (VS) were located at random on a forest fire risk map of the state of Jalisco 
(Mexico) in order to determine the number of classes and the method for establishing the intervals. An area of 

100 km2 was delimited around these sites, where the number of forest fires during the 2005-2014 period was 

determined. Thus, the risk class corresponding to each of these VS was associated with the number of fires that 
were located in the 100 km2 area. Based on this, the variability (standard deviation) between the classes 

generated by each of the four methods for determining their intervals was compared. The results suggest that 

the Equal Interval method is the most suitable for defining the intervals of the fire risk class. As for the number 

of classes, there is a clear differentiation between the classes when five of these are utilized. 

Keywords: Quantile, equivalent interval, geometric intervals, equal intervals, progression intervals,               

natural breaks. 
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Introduction 

In Mexico, fires impact forest ecosystems every year; for example, during the 2005-

2015 period, an average of 8 857.9 fires occurred and affected 326 524.4 ha per year 

(Conafor, 2015). Jalisco, in particular, is one of the 10 states in which fires are most 

frequent, with an average of 595.9, affecting around 21 594 ha per year. This 

indicates that strategies to prevent and combat forest fires must be established 

(Calkin et al., 2014). However, because the available resources (both financial and 

human) are limited, it is necessary to prioritize the areas to be addressed (Conafor, 

2010; Mildrexler et al., 2016), which can be located and sized using specific thematic 

maps (de la Riva et al., 2004). 

These maps are generated according to several criteria, such as forest fire risk (Kuter et 

al., 2011; Mohammadi et al., 2014; Salvati and Ferrara, 2015) and hazard (Magaña and 

Romahn, 1987; Rojo et al., 2001). However, studies of fire risk in Mexico are scarce 

(Villers and López, 2004; Vega-Nieva et al., 2018), as the definition of criteria implies 

cartographically integrating a large amount of information (Carrillo et al., 2012), such as 

the occurrence of fires (Ávila et al., 2010; Pérez et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2016); nearness 

to roads (de Torres et al., 2008), slope, fuel loads, etc. 

Sometimes, this integration requires complex processes (Vilar et al., 2011), and the 

resulting maps can have a limited use if not presented in a good way (Yeguez and 

Ablan, 2012); for which it is necessary to specify, among other aspects, the scale, 

orientation, georeferencing system, etc. through procedures that are well defined. 

One of the aspects to which little attention has been given, besides the specification of the 

number of classes, in this case, of risk or danger of fire (Torres et al., 2007; Rodríguez et al., 

2011), is the definition of the class intervals. Frequently, this is done randomly or from a 

subjective perspective, based on the personal appreciation of the creator of the maps. In 

principle, when generating a fire risk map, three (low, medium and high) or five (very low, 

low, medium, high and very high) risk classes are generally established. Traditionally, their 

intervals are then specified based on a division of the highest risk value by the number of 

classes, without any criteria to justify it. 
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There are several methods for defining the intervals of each class, including equal 

intervals, standard deviation, geometric interval, etc. (Osaragi, 2002); these are used 

indistinctly and, furthermore, are chosen subjectively. However, it is important to consider 

that comparing different risk classes, or class intervals, can result in considerable 

operational differences in relation to the location and dimensioning of those classes. 

Accordingly, the objective of the present work was to make a comparative analysis 

between two classifications of the number of fires: three [low, medium and high] and 

five [very low, low, medium, high and very high]; the classes were defined according 

to different alternatives of interval division (equivalent interval, natural breaks, 

geometric interval and interval between quantiles). Based on this, an objective 

process is proposed to define the number of class intervals (of number of fires) in 

forest fire risk mapping. Thus, by using the same classification criteria, risk maps 

from different regions can be compared. The proposal is exemplified with 

georeferenced information on risk, which is defined in relation to the occurrence of 

forest fires in the state of Jalisco. 

Number of forest fire risk classes. In practical terms, risk is defined as the 

probability of a forest fire starting (Flores, 2017) and is determined according to 

various criteria: closeness to roads, occurrence of fires, causes, etc. Each of these 

criteria is assigned a series of weightings that, when integrated, determine a certain 

value of forest fire risk in a particular place. 

Subsequently, and due to budgetary constraints, priority areas of attention are 

established for which a number of specific risk classes are defined and maps 

representing their spatial distribution are generated. However, it is important to note 

that the specification of the number of risk classes depends on their illustrating in 

sufficient detail the spatial variation of forest fire risk. Therefore, a balance is sought 

between a very low number of classes, which does not allow for adequate detail of 

risk behavior in space, and a very high number that makes it difficult to locate and 

determine the size of each of the classes. This is generally defined based on 
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perceptive aspects, as well as in relation to the experience of the person in charge of 

interpreting the information. 

Thus, without any statistical support, three, four, five or more classes of forest fire 

risk are specified; for example: a) high, medium and low (Atienza et al., 2012; 

Sevillano et al., 2015); b) very high, high, moderate, low (Jaiswal et al., 2002); c) 

other extreme categories are added, such as zero risk and extreme risk (July, 1990), 

or very low and very high risk (IDEAM, 2011). In a similar way, for the definition of 

risk index maps, other risk determination indices can be adopted: a) Canadian: low, 

moderate, high, very high and extreme (Burriel et al., 2006); b) Australian: low, 

moderate, high, very high and extreme (Dowdy et al., 2009); c) American: low, 

moderate, high, very high and severe (Jolly et al., 2019); Brazilian: null, small, 

medium, high and very high (Ziccardi et al., 2020). 

Specifying class intervals. Once the number of risk classes has been determined, 

the criteria for establishing the intervals for each of them must be defined. Although 

specific processes are followed, the intervals are selected in various ways, which 

implies that one can have different classification intervals for the same area. The 

classification of these processes is feasible with a mathematical or statistical 

perspective (Robinson, 1975), but they are generally determined under empirical 

criteria (Evans, 1977). In turn, these are subdivided into exogenous criteria and those 

determined from their spatial distribution (Evans, 1977). However, the approach 

tends rather to be arbitrary, with easily identifiable limits, disregarding the original 

distribution of the data (Evans, 1977). 

In general, processes of a practical nature are used, for example: 1) to 

mathematically divide the interval of risk values by the number of classes to be 

established (Conafor, 2010; Castillo et al., 2012); 2) defining the frequency 

distribution of the risk values, so that the area corresponding to the first priority class 

is equal to half of the area of the second priority class, and this, to half of the third 

class (1/7, 2/7 and 4/7 of the total, respectively) (July, 1990); and 3) from the 

amplitude of the generated risk values, followed by the implementation of the 

following equation (IDEAM, 2011): 
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𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ =  [(𝑀𝑎𝑥1 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛1)]/𝑛 

 

Where: 

Min1 = Minimum normalized factor value across the study area 

Max1 = Maximum normalized value presented by the factor in the whole study area 

N = Total number of data for each factor 

 

It should be noted that in no case is a statistical support used for the definition of the 

risk class interval. 

Standard Classification Schemes. When establishing the class intervals with which 

the information will be classified on the fire risk map, first the spatial distribution of 

the data must be examined, because the following situations may occur (Osaragi, 

2002): a) omission of the nature of the data; b) loss of data, when numerical values 

are classified and represented on maps for visual understanding; and c) as a 

consequence of the previous points, it is possible to misinterpret reality. Furthermore, 

the spread of imprecision generated by the processes of mapping with different 

classes must be considered (Goodchild et al., 1992). In addition, specification of the 

best arrangement of values among the different classes is sought; in general, two 

conditions are intended (Jenks and Coulson, 1963; Jenks 1967): a) the values within 

the classes must define the least variability; and b) the greatest variability among the 

considered classes must be achieved. According to the above, the following 

classification schemes are available: 

• Equivalent or equal intervals. A method that divides the range of attribute 

values into a sub-range of the same size (Olaya, 2014); recommended when the 

range of data is known, for example: percentages or temperature data. It can be 

used if one wishes to emphasize the quantity of a particular value in regard to the 

other values (Osaragi, 2002). However, it has the disadvantage of including an 

uneven number of elements within each class (some with many and others with 
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few). This is relevant, since there can be elements with outliers that distort the 

meaning of the maximum and minimum, when defining the width of each class 

(Olaya, 2014). 

• Natural breaks. This method is based on Jenks' natural breakup algorithm (Jenks, 

1967), in which breakpoints or group patterns are identified based on the data. The 

separation of the classification is divided into classes, whose boundaries are set 

where there are relatively large leaps in the values (Osaragi, 2002). In this way, it 

is intended to establish classes as homogeneous as possible through the reduction 

of variance within each one, thus defining classes that are well differentiated from 

one other (Olaya, 2014). 

• Geometric interval or progression intervals. A tool specifically designed to 

accommodate continuous data, with which classes are determined by creating 

breaks in the class intervals that have a geometric series. To optimize them, this 

coefficient can be changed once to its inverse; thus, the algorithm generates 

geometric intervals by minimizing the sum of squares of the number of elements in 

each class and ensuring that each class interval has approximately the same number 

of values and that the change between intervals is consistent (Olaya, 2014). 

• Intervals by quantiles. Based on a database, the median is divided into two equal 

parts, or more, called quantiles (quartiles, quintiles, deciles, and percentiles). Thus, 

all classes contain the same number of elements. For example, when defining 

quartiles, the database will be divided into four classes―each with an equal number 

of elements―, whose boundaries are located at the 25th, 50th, and 75th 

percentiles. The method is applicable when values are distributed on a linear basis 

(Osaragi, 2002). 
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Materials and Methods 

Study area 

The present work was developed by using information from the state of Jalisco, which is 

located in the central-western part of Mexico, on a surface area of 78 588 km2, of which 

68 % has a warm sub-humid climate along the coast and in the central zone, while 18 

% is temperate sub-humid in the upper parts of the mountains and 14 % is dry and 

semi-dry in the north and northeast. At a national scope, the entity occupies the tenth 

place by the number of registered forest fires, and the fourth place in terms of affected 

surface. On average, about 22 000 ha are burned each year (Figure 1), which 

corresponds to 570 fires per year, with an average of 30 ha per fire. The most damaged 

vegetation type is grassland, with an average of almost 12 000 ha per year; it is followed 

by forest areas with shrubs and bushes, with about 8 500 ha per year; and the burned 

area with the presence of adult trees amounts, on average, to 1 100 ha (Conafor, 2015). 
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Source: Conafor (2015). 

Número de incendios = Number of forest fires; Superficie incendiada = Area affected. 

Figure 1. Number of forest fires and area affected during the 2005–2014 period 

in the state of Jalisco, Mexico. 

Establishing the risk of fire 

Factors such as topography, agricultural activities, fuel models, fire history, etc. are 

analyzed in order to locate and size the priority areas for forest fire fighting (Vilchis 

et al., 2015). Based on these, a map of priority attention areas is developed, 

indicating on it the pertinent preventive actions, under the corresponding 

management plan (Calkin et al., 2014). 

In Mexico, these areas are located and sized according to the determination of risk, 

hazard and value criteria (Conafor, 2010). Specifically, the concept of risk, in practical 

terms, refers to the probability of a forest fire occurring in a given area and within a 

given period (Hardy, 2005); this depends on various factors (Julio, 1990; Conafor, 

2010; Rodríguez et al., 2011), which in turn are divided into a series of variables that 

receive a certain weighting (Table 1). Based on these, the spatial variation of risk 

assessments in the state of Jalisco was determined (Figure 2) 
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Table1. Weighting criteria to determine the risk of forest fires. 

Factor Variable Criterion Weighting 

Locations 

Proximity 

0 - 500 m 4 

500 – 1 000 m 3 

1 000 – 1 500 m 2 

1 500 – 2 000 m 1 

Density 
>  50 000 inhabitants 2 

< 50 000 inhabitants 1 

Roads 

Proximity 

0 - 500 m 4 

500 – 1 000 m 3 

1 000 – 1 500 m 2 

1 500 – 2 000 m 1 

Type 
Dirt road 2 

Paving 1 

Historical 

ocurrence of 

fires 

Proximity 

0 - 500 m 3 

500 – 1 000 m 2 

1 000 – 2 000 m 1 

Causes 

Agricultural activities, smokers, bonfires 4 

Forestry activities, hunters, cleaning of roads, 

unknown 
3 

Other productive activities, burning in landfills, 

litigation, electrical discharges 
2 

Exploitations, railroad, others 1 

Source: Conafor (2010). 
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Muy bajo = Very low, Bajo = Low; Medio = Medium; Alto = High; Muy alto = Very high. 

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of forest fire risk in the state of Jalisco, considering 

three and five classes. 

 

Number and range of classes 

The forest fire risk map (Figure 2) was defined at the state level; thus, it was 

structured from a resolution of 120 × 120 m pixels, each of which was assigned a risk 

value. Figure 3 shows the frequency of these values, whose distribution tends to be 

normal, with an average of 5.102 and a variance of 3.929. While most of the pixels 

with risk are located between values 3 and 10, besides that there were few pixels 

with high values for risk. Based on this distribution, three and five classes were 

defined, being the most widely used (IDEAM, 2011; Atienza et al., 2012; Sevillano et 

al., 2015), whose intervals were defined with the following methods: a) Equal 

intervals (II); b) Quantities (Q); c) Natural breaks (QN); and d) Geometric intervals 

(IG). Subsequently, a comparative analysis (ANOVA) was made between methods, 

for each defined class. 
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Número de pixeles = Number of pixels; Valor de riesgo = Risk value. 

Figure 3. Frequency of forest fire risk levels derived for the state of Jalisco. 

 

Selection criteria 

In order to define the number of classes and the most appropriate method to establish 

the corresponding intervals, 1 000 validation sites (SV) were first located at random 

throughout the state of Jalisco. Around each one, an area of 100 km2 was located 

(Figure 4), corresponding to the so-called fire risk factor (Flores, 2017; Flores and 

Macías, 2018), within which the total number of forest fires that occurred in the 2005-

2014 period was counted. Thus, a class per site (SV) was associated with the number 

of fires counted in the 100 km2 area of each SV. 
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Incendio = Fire; Punto de validación = Validation sites (points); Área de 

validación = Validation area. 

Figure 4. Detail of the location of the validation sites (points) and their 

corresponding area of 100 km2, within the state of Jalisco. 

 

According to the method used to define the class intervals (three and five), each of 

the SV was identified with a risk class, which may differ according to the classification 

method. Based on the values of the number of fires in each one of the SV belonging 

to a risk class, the standard deviation was estimated as a parameter for comparison 

between the different classification methods. Finally, the thematic maps were 

elaborated, with the purpose of making a visual qualitative comparison displaying the 

differences and similarities between the tested classification methods. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 5 shows the maps generated with the various classification methods; in 

general, there are similarities between the maps resulting from some of these. 

However, the spatial distribution of risk classes obtained with the equal interval 

method (II) is clearly different. This figure also shows the location of the boundaries 

of each interval, as determined by the utilized method. 
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IG = Geometric Intervals; QN = Natural breaks; Q = Quantiles; II = Equal intervals. 

Figure 5. Detail of the forest fire risk classification maps generated using different 

methods and number of classes. 

 

Visual interpretation of risk classes 

The analysis of the maps corresponding to three fire risk classes showed that there is 

no difference between the maps generated with the IG, QN and Q methods; besides, 

both the definition of the intervals' limits and their spatial distribution on the maps 

were very similar. However, the difference between method II with the IG, QN and Q 

methods is clear, since the High-risk class area was reduced, having been was 

absorbed mainly by the Medium-risk class. This can be seen in the graphic distribution 

of the limits of each one of the classes. 
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On the other hand, the maps that resulted from considering five classes were visually 

very different, which was also observed in the graphs corresponding to the limits of 

their intervals. However, it was clear the similarity between the maps derived from 

the GI and Q methods, in which the High and Very High risk classes covered a larger 

area. As in the case of the three classes, the map generated with thee II method had 

the largest difference. Although the differentiation between the five classes is evident, 

visually it is not recommended to use a very large number of classes, as complications 

may arise in the interpretation of the map when trying to identify the symbology of 

each class, potentially leading to errors (Olaya, 2014). 

 

Fires by risk class 

In order to characterize each of the risk classes, the number of forest fires present 

was evaluated (Table 2). When considering the classification of only three classes, 

the number of fires observed in class 1 (low risk) was the same, except when using 

method II, which exhibited over twice the number, compared to the other methods. 

As for class 2 (Medium risk), the behavior was similar, unlike the results obtained 

with the Q method, with registered only 84.5 % of the fires located using the IG and 

QN methods. Conversely, in class 3 (high risk) 6.54 % more fires were obtained using 

the Q method than with the IG and QN methods, while the II method exhibited only 

43.3 % of fires, compared to IG and QN. 
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Table 2. Variation in total number of fires (A), average hectares per fire (B) and 

number of validation sites (C), by class and interval definition method. 

Class  3-IG 3-QN 3-Q 3-II 5-IG 5-QN 5-II 5-Q 

1 

A 429 429 429 952 296 296 540 296 

B 7.00 7.00 7.00 5.48 6.79 6.79 7.24 6.79 

C 378 378 378 677 256 256 505 256 

2 

A 1317 1317 1116 2535 133 442 1206 244 

B 2.43 2.43 2.39 0.94 7.46 6.12 1.90 7.79 

C 424 424 355 294 122 349 297 249 

3 

A 3071 3071 3272 1330 309 1359 1450 1005 

B 0.54 0.54 0.67 0.20 5.53 1.47 0.89 1.75 

C 197 197 266 28 227 246 149 228 

4 

A 
    

1359 1390 1282 993 

B 
    

1.47 0.64 0.26 1.45 

C     246 120 46 183 

5 

A 
    

2720 1330 339 2279 

B 
    

0.42 0.20 0.09 0.33 

C     148 28 2 83 

IG = Geometric Intervals; QN = Natural breaks; Q = Quantiles; II = Equal intervals. 

 

In the five-interval classification, the II method exhibited 82.4 % more fires than the 

other methods. For class 2, there was variation in all cases, with a difference of 390.3 

% between the lowest (IG) and the highest (II) number of fires. Classes 3 and 4 were 

more similar as to number of fires, while for class 5, the IG and Q methods yielded 

very similar numbers, although the QN and II methods exhibited 48.89 and 12.46 %, 

respectively, of the maximum number registered for IG class, which was 2 720 fires. 

The average surface area per fire was very similar between methods when comparing the 

classes in the three-interval classification, although the Q and II methods presented lower 

values. As for the five-interval classification, in general, there was no definite trend, but the 

lowest values were obtained with the II method for all classes, except for class 1. The 

highest values varied by method in each of the five classes. 
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Variability between risk classes 

Given that the definition of risk classes seeks the existence of sufficient variability among 

classes, Figure 6 shows that when only three classes were used, the variability (standard 

deviation) was practically the same among the classes defined with the IG, QN, and Q 

methods. However, when considering all the methods, there was a slight increase in 

variability in classes 1 and 2. Class 3 (high risk) is widely differentiated in the case of the II 

method; this agrees with the visual interpretation of the maps (Figure 5), in which the 

difference in the distribution and amplitude of the classes resulting from the application of 

method II was clear. On the other hand, when the average number of fires (Figure 6) 

corresponding to each class was considered, the observed behavior was very similar. 

 

 

IG = Geometric Intervals; QN = Natural breaks; Q = Quantiles; II = Equal intervals. 

Número promedio de incendios = Average number of fires; Desviación Estándar = 

Standard deviation. 

Figure 6. Variation of the average number of fires and standard deviation, for each 

one of the forest fire risk classes.  
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When five classes were considered (Figure 6), the variability among the four methods 

was virtually the same. However, for risk class 2, the II method determined a greater 

standard deviation, while the other methods exhibited a similar variability. A better 

differentiation in the variability between the four methods was observed from class 3 

(medium risk) onward. 

In class 4 (high risk), the variability resulting from the II method stood out, while 

with the rest of the methods the variability was very similar and much lower. Finally, 

class 5 (very high risk) exhibited a clear difference between the variability of all the 

methods. As in the case of the three classes described above, the II method generated 

the best differentiation in the variability among its classes, followed by QN. On the 

other hand, in relation to the average number of fires per class, a slight variation was 

observed between the first three classes, considering all methods. This trend was also 

present in class 4, but only with the IG, QN and Q methods, as the II method exhibited 

a larger number of fires. In class 5, a clearer difference was registered between the 

number of fires when comparing the four methods. 

These results suggest using, first, five class intervals instead of three. The equal 

interval (II) method was the best for defining the boundaries between classes. 

Accordingly, the number of classes must: a) not be so small that it will summarize 

the information excessively; b) allow for adequate detail of the spatial variation of the 

variable under study, and c) not be too large, so as to prevent the problems that 

ensued from not dividing the values into classes. In general, it is suggested not to 

use more than eight classes (Olaya, 2014). 

As noted above, one of the purposes in selecting the interval of each of the classes is to ensure 

a statistically significant difference; thus, the ANOVAS (Table 3) resulting from the comparison 

of each of the classes supported the results of the analysis shown in Figure 6. For example, with 

the three-interval classification, no difference was observed in class 1 between the methods 

used, as confirmed by the resulting probability (p= 0.4430911), which implied the inexistence 

of a statistically significant difference, while a significant difference between the methods was 

registered in classes 2 and 3. 
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Table 3. ANOVA results comparing each of the defined classes using the different 

interval delimitation methods. 

Number of 

classes 
Class F Probability 

Critical value 

of F 

3 1 0.89481466 0.443091101 2.609832328 

3 2 3.18112253 0.023160437 2.61087455 

3 3 6.90044144 0.000139627 2.617925093 

5 1 0.00021454 0.999995655 2.61193174 

5 2 4.73216689 0.0027658 2.613689205 

5 3 3.3029531 0.019820786 2.615426601 

5 4 18.0573828 3.18473E-11 2.619980452 

5 5 2.85170654 0.037876469 2.63972568 

 

On the other hand, in the five-interval classification, classes 2 to 5 exhibited a 

statistically significant difference when comparing between the methods. 

Finally, it must be highlighted that this kind of work has not been done recently; 

therefore, no comparative analysis of the results obtained could be performed. 

This implies that since Jenks' study (1967), there has been little research on the 

definition of an analytical process for the selection of the number of classes and 

the most appropriate method for the delimitation of the intervals of those classes, 

such as might lead to an adequate classification of forest fire risk. The above 

research will provide statistical bases for a better location and sizing of the forest 

fire risk classes. 

 

Conclusions 

The results suggest that the equal interval method (II) is the most suitable one for 

defining the fire risk class intervals. Since, in the case of using three classes, although 

there are no differences in classes 1 and 2, there is clearly a greater variability in 

class 3. The variability observed by class with the rest of the methods is practically 

the same. When using five class intervals, the II method exhibits a different variability 
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in classes 2, 4, and 5. In this case, an alternative method is the GI method, as it 

exhibits a differentiation in its variability in classes 3 and 5. 

Regarding the number of classes, the results suggest that there is a greater 

differentiation between the classes when five class intervals are used; furthermore, 

this is observed in classes 2 to 5 and is more evident in class 5, in which all the 

methods exhibit a different variability as to the number of fires. 

Based on the definition of forest fire risk, as shown by the results, a greater number 

is expected in the higher risk classes, although there was notably little variation in 

the first three risk categories. 

It is important to emphasize that the results obtained in this work cannot be 

standardized for all the situations included in the definition of forest fire risk. However, 

the methodological process presented here is applicable in future research for 

determining both the number of risk classes and the limits of each class interval, and, 

therefore, preventing the use of subjective classifications. Furthermore, we suggest 

trying it with variations in intensities and in the shapes of validation sites, as well as 

with different numbers of classes. 
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